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Changes since draft-ietf-bfd-yang-11

- Addressed comments YANG Doctor and IANA:
  - Updated references for drafts which became RFCs recently (e.g. RFC8349)
  - Added/fixed references in import statements
  - Added list of modules for YANG module registry
  - Added ietf-bfd-types in XML registry
Telechat of July 5th

3 DISCUSS positions (2 remain to be cleared):
- Concern with iana-xxx module name since IANA may not always be the registry operator. This is not a BFD-specific issue.
- Security considerations. Request to add some text since BFD sessions can be created not just via BFD configuration but via configuration in BFD clients (IGPs etc).
- Descriptions for num-of-sessions-up, -down and –admin-down. DISCUSS has been cleared.

COMMENTs:
- Mention data nodes such as discriminators and addresses in Security Considerations